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Abstract
We introduce the notion of (half) 2-adjoint equivalences in Homotopy Type Theory and
prove their expected properties. We formalized these results in the Lean Theorem Prover.
Introduction
There are numerous notions of equivalence in homotopy type theory: bi-invertible maps, contractible
maps, and half adjoint equivalences. Other natural choices, such as quasi-invertible maps and adjoint
equivalences, while logically equivalent to the above, are not propositions, making them unsuitable
to serve as the definition of an equivalence. One can use a simple semantical argument, which in
essence comes down to analyzing different subcomplexes of the nerve of the groupoid p0 – 1q, to see
why some definitions work and others do not. The conclusion here is that while the definition as a
“half n-adjoint equivalence” gives us a proposition, the definition as a “(full) n-adjoint equivalence”
does not.
In this paper, we take the first step towards expressing these results internally in type theory,
putting special emphasis on their formalization. In particular, we revisit the notions of a quasi-
invertible map, a half adjoint equivalence, and an adjoint equivalence, giving the formal proofs of
their expected properties. Our proofs are more modular than those given in [Uni13], and help
improve efficiency. We then turn our attention to corresponding notions arising from 2-adjunctions,
namely half 2-adjoint equivalences and (full) 2-adjoint equivalences, and show that while the former
is always a proposition, the latter fails to be one in general.
These results have been formalized using the Lean Theorem Prover, version 3.4.2 (https://
github.com/leanprover/lean) as part of the HoTT in Lean 3 library (https://github.com/
gebner/hott3); the formalization consists of 528 lines of code across 3 files and may be found in the
directory hott3/src/hott/types/2 adj. We write file/name for a newly-formalized result, where
file denotes the file it is found in and name denotes the name of the formal proof in the code.
Organization. Section 1 recalls the necessary background on equivalences which will be used
throughout. Section 2 introduces new formal proofs that the types of quasi-inverses and adjoint
equivalences are not propositions. Note that specific examples where this fails are presented, but
not formally proven since the current version of the HoTT in Lean 3 library does not contain
induction principles for the higher inductive types S1 and S2. Section 3 introduces half 2-adjoint
equivalences, which are propositions containing the data of adjoint equivalences, as well as 2-adjoint
equivalences, which are non-propositions related to both quasi-inverses and adjoint equivalences.
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1 Preliminaries
We largely adopt the notation of [Uni13], with additional and differing notation stated here. We
notate the ap function for f : AÑ B by
f r´s : px “ yq Ñ pfx “ fyq.
For ap
2
, the action of f on 2-dimensional paths, we write
fJ´K : pp “ qq Ñ pf rps “ f rqsq.
For a homotopy H : f „ g between dependant functions f, g :
ś
x:A
Bx and a non-dependant function
h : C Ñ A, we write
Hh : fh „ gh
for the composition of H and h. If f, g : AÑ B are non-dependant and we instead have h : B Ñ C,
we write
hrHs : hf „ hg
for the composition of hr´s and H . Given an additional homotopy H 1 : f „ g and α : H „ H 1, we
similarly write
hJαK : hrHs „ hrH 1s
for the composition of hJ´K and α. Lastly, for H : f „ g and H 1 : g „ h, we write transitivity of
homotopies as
H ¨H 1 : f „ h
in path-concatenation order.
Definition 1.1 (adj/qinv, adj/is hadj l). A function f : AÑ B
1. has a quasi-inverse if the following type is inhabited:
qinv f :”
ÿ
g:BÑA
gf „ idA ˆ fg „ idB.
2. is a half-adjoint equivalence if the following type is inhabited:
ishadj f :”
ÿ
g:BÑA
ÿ
η:gf„idA
ÿ
ε:fg„idB
f rηs „ εf .
3. is a left half-adjoint equivalence if the following type is inhabited:
ishadjl f :”
ÿ
g:BÑA
ÿ
η:gf„idA
ÿ
ε:fg„idB
ηg „ grεs.
For types A,B : U , the type of equivalences between A and B is:
A » B :”
ÿ
f :AÑB
ishadj f.
Theorem 1.2 ([Uni13, Lem. 4.2.2, Thms. 4.2.3, 4.2.13]). For f : AÑ B, there are maps
ishadj f ishadjl f
qinv f
»
where the top two types are propositions.
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The perhaps most intuitive definition of an equivalence between types A,B : U is that of a
quasi-inverse. However, as this type is not a proposition, we define equivalences to be half adjoint
equivalences. Since both half and left half adjoint equivalences are propositional types, one could
also define the type of equivalences to be left half adjoint equivalences.
With a well-behaved notion of equivalence, we present the remaining lemmas to be used through-
out.
Lemma 1.3 (Equivalence Induction, [Uni13, Cor. 5.8.5]). Given D :
ś
A,B:U pA » Bq Ñ U and
d :
ś
A:U DpA,A, idAq, there exists
f :
ź
A,B:U
ź
e:A»B
DpA,B, eq
such that fpA,A, idAq “ dpAq for all A : U .
Lemma 1.4 (prelim/sigma hty is contr, [Uni13, Cor. 5.8.6, Thm. 5.8.4]). Given f : AÑ B, the
types ÿ
g:BÑA
f „ g and
ÿ
g:BÑA
g „ f
are both contractible with center pf, reflf q.
Lemma 1.5 ([Uni13, Lem. 4.2.5]). For any f : AÑ B, y : B and px, pq, px1, p1q : fibf y, we have
px, pq “ px1, p1q »
ÿ
γ:x“x1
p “ f rγs ¨ p1.
Lemma 1.6 ([Uni13, Thm. 4.2.6]). If f : A Ñ B is a half-adjoint equivalence, then for any y : B
the fiber fibf y is contractible.
2 Quasi-inverses and adjoint equivalences, revisited
We present a proof that the type of quasi-inverses is not a proposition, using Lemma 1.4 for increased
modularity over the proof presented in [Uni13, Lem. 4.1.1].
Theorem 2.1 (adj/qinv equiv pi eq). Given f : AÑ B such that ishadj f is inhabited, we have
qinv f »
ź
x:A
x “ x.
Proof. By Equivalence Induction 1.3, it suffices to show qinv idA »
ś
x:A
x “ x. Observe that
qinv idA ”
ÿ
g:AÑA
g „ idA ˆ g „ idA
»
ÿ
g:AÑA
ÿ
η:g„idA
g „ idA
»
ÿ
u:
ř
g:AÑA
g„idA
pr
1
u „ idA
» idA „ idA (1)
”
ź
x:A
x “ x,
where (1) follows from Lemma 1.4 (the type
ř
g:AÑA
g „ idA is contractible with center pidA, reflq).
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This result implies that any type with non-trivial pi1 may be used to construct non-trivial inhab-
itants of this type. For instance, since pi1pS
1q “ Z, we have:
Corollary 2.2. The type qinv idS1 is not a proposition.
Conceptually, this proof takes the pair pg, ηq and uses Lemma 1.4 to contract it so that only
one homotopy remains. This differs from the proof in [Uni13], which uses function extensionality to
write the homotopies as paths and contracts using based path induction. This proof modularizes
the proof in [Uni13] by packaging function extensionality and rewriting of contractible types into
one result, simplifying both the proof and the formalization.
Thus, the type of half and left half adjoint equivalences each append an additional coherence
to contract with the remaining homotopy. However, appending both coherences gives us a non-
proposition.
Definition 2.3 (adj/adj). Given f : A Ñ B, the structure of an adjoint equivalence on f is the
type:
adj f :”
ÿ
g:BÑA
ÿ
η:gf„idA
ÿ
ε:fg„idB
f rηs „ εf ˆ ηg „ grεs.
Theorem 2.4 (adj/adj equiv pi refl eq). Given f : A Ñ B such that ishadj f is inhabited, we
have
adj f »
ź
x:A
reflx “ reflx.
Proof. By Equivalence Induction 1.3, it suffices to show adj idA »
ś
x:A
reflx “ reflx. Observe that
adj idA ”
ÿ
g:AÑA
ÿ
η:g„idA
ÿ
ε:g„idA
idArηs „ εˆ ηg „ grεs
»
ÿ
ε:idA„idA
refl „ εˆ refl „ idArεs (2)
»
ÿ
ε:idA„idA
ÿ
τ :refl„ε
refl „ idArεs
»
ÿ
u:
ř
ε:idA„idA
refl„ε
refl „ idArpr1 us
» refl „ idArrefls (3)
”
ź
x:A
reflx “ reflx.
The equivalence (2) comes from the equivalence in Theorem 2.1, where the pair pg, ηq contracts to
pidA, reflq. The equivalence (3) follows from Lemma 1.4.
This result implies that any type with non-trivial pi2 may be used to construct non-trivial inhab-
itants of this type. In particular, pi2pS
2q “ Z proves the following:
Corollary 2.5. The type adj idS2 is not a proposition.
This is a solution to Exercise 4.1 in [Uni13]. As before, this proof uses Lemma 1.4 to contract the
pairs pg, ηq and pε, τq so that a single homotopy remains. Trying to apply path induction directly
requires an equivalence which writes each homotopy as an equality; a formal proof using function
extensionality for such an equivalence along with path induction reaches 60 lines of code (varying by
format, syntax choice, etc.). By modularizing the case of qinv, this proof is reduced to manipulating
Σ-types and applying Lemma 1.4 twice, with the formal proof in the library being 23 lines of code.
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3 2-adjoint equivalences
As in the case of qinv, we expect there is an additional coherence that may be appended to the type
adj f to create a proposition once more. To define this coherence, we use the following homotopy:
Lemma 3.1 (two adj/nat coh). Given f : AÑ B and g : B Ñ A with a homotopy H : gf „ idA,
we have a homotopy
CohH : Hgf „ grf rHss
such that
Coh refl ” reflrefl : refl „ refl.
Proof. Fix x : A. We have
Hgpfxq “ pgfqrHxs
“ grf rHxss,
where the first equality holds by naturality and the second holds by functoriality of gr´s.
With this, we define the type of half 2-adjoint equivalences.
Definition 3.2 (two adj/is two hae). A function f : AÑ B is a half 2-adjoint equivalence if the
following type is inhabited:
ish2adj f :”
ÿ
g:BÑA
ÿ
η:gf„idA
ÿ
ε:fg„idB
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
ÿ
θ:ηg„grεs
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θf .
In parallel with adjoint equivalences, we give a definition which uses an alternate coherence.
Definition 3.3 (two adj/is two hae l). A function f : AÑ B is a left half 2-adjoint equivalence
if the following type is inhabited:
ish2adjl f :”
ÿ
g:BÑA
ÿ
η:gf„idA
ÿ
ε:fg„idB
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
ÿ
θ:ηg„grεs
τg ¨ Coh ε „ fJθK.
To show the type of half 2-adjoint equivalences is a proposition, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4 (two adj/r2coh equiv fib eq). Given f : AÑ B with pg, η, ε, θq : ishadjl f , we have
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θf »
ź
x:A
pf rηxs,Coh ηx ¨ θfxq “
`
εfx, reflgrεfxs
˘
,
where pf rηxs,Coh ηx ¨ θfxq ,
`
εfx, reflgrεfxs
˘
: fibgr´s grεfxs.
Proof. We have
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θf ”
ÿ
τ :
ś
x:A frηxs“εfx
ź
x:A
Coh ηx ¨ gJτxK “ θfx,
»
ź
x:A
ÿ
τ 1:frηxs“εfx
Coh ηx ¨ gJτ
1K “ θfx (4)
»
ź
x:A
ÿ
τ 1:frηxs“εfpxq
Coh η´1x ¨ θfx “ gJτ
1K (5)
»
ź
x:A
`
f rηxs, pNηq
´1 ¨ θfpxq
˘
“
´
εfpxq, reflgrεfpxqs
¯
. (6)
The equivalence (4) holds by the Type-Theoretic Axiom of Choice, (5) is a rearrangment of equality,
and (6) holds by Lemma 1.5.
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Lemma 3.5 (two adj/is contr r2coh). Given f : AÑ B with pg, η, ε, θq : ishadj f , the type
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θf
is contractible.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 and contractibility of Π-types, it suffices to fix x : A and show the type
`
f rηxs,Coh η
´1
x ¨ θfx
˘
“
`
εfx, reflgrεfxs
˘
is contractible. Since g is an equivalence, gr´s is also an equivalence. By Lemma 1.6, the type
fibgr´spgrεfxsq is contractible, so its equality type is also contractible.
Theorem 3.6 (two adj/is prop is two hae). For any f : AÑ B, the type ish2adj f is a proposi-
tion.
Proof. It suffices to assume e : ish2adj f and show this type is contractible. Observe that
ish2adj f ”
ÿ
g:BÑA
ÿ
η:gf„idA
ÿ
ε:fg„idB
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
ÿ
θ:ηg„grεs
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θf
»
ÿ
g:BÑA
ÿ
η:gf„idA
ÿ
ε:fg„idB
ÿ
θ:ηg„grεs
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θf
»
ÿ
pg,η,ε,θq:ishadjl f
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θf
»
ÿ
τ :frη0s„pε0qf
Coh η0 ¨ g0JτK „ pθ0qf .
The last equivalence holds since ishadjlf is contractible (it is a proposition and inhabited by e after
discarding coherences); we write pg0, η0, ε0, θ0q : ishadjlf for its center of contraction. This final type
is contractible by Lemma 3.5, therefore ish2adjf is contractible.
Parallels of these proofs are used to obtain similar results about left half two-adjoint equivalences
as well.
Lemma 3.7 (two adj/is contr l2coh). Given f : AÑ B with pg, η, ε, τq : ishadjf , the type
ÿ
θ:ηg„grεs
τg ¨ Coh ε „ fJθK.
is contractible.
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 3.5.
Theorem 3.8 (two adj/is prop is two hae l). For f : AÑ B, the type ish2adjlf is a proposition.
Proof. Analogous to Theorem 3.6.
As well, either half adjoint equivalence may be promoted to the alternate half 2-adjoint equiva-
lence.
Theorem 3.9 (two adj/two adjointify). For f : AÑ B, we have maps
1. ishadjl f Ñ ish2adj f
2. ishadj f Ñ ish2adjl f
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Proof. Take the missing coherences to be the centers of contraction from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7.
This implies that an adjoint equivalence may be promoted to either half 2-adjoint equivalence.
Corollary 3.10. For f : AÑ B, we have maps
1. adj f Ñ ish2adj f
2. adj f Ñ ish2adjl f
Proof. Discard either coherence and apply Theorem 3.9.
Finally, we have that the half 2-adjoint and left half 2-adjoint equivalences are logically equivalent.
Theorem 3.11 (two adj/two hae equiv two hae l). For f : AÑ B, we have maps
ish2adj f Ø ish2adjl f.
Proof. In either direction, discard coherences and apply Theorem 3.9.
We summarize the properties of these 2-adjoint equivalances with the following diagram of maps:
ish2adjl f ish2adj f
adj f
ishadjl f ishadj f
qinvf
»
»
where rows 1 and 3 are propositions.
As before, appending either one of these coherences yields a proposition, but appending both
coherences yields a non-proposition once more.
Definition 3.12 (two adj/two adj). Given f : AÑ B, the structure of a 2-adjoint equivalence on
f is the type:
2adj f :”
ÿ
g:BÑA
ÿ
η:gf„idA
ÿ
ε:fg„idB
ÿ
τ :frηs„εf
ÿ
θ:ηg„grεs
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θf ˆ τg ¨ Coh ε „ fJθK.
Theorem 3.13 (two adj/two adj equiv pi refl eq). Given f : A Ñ B such that ishadj f is
inhabited, we have
2adj f »
ź
x:A
reflreflx “ reflreflx .
Proof. By Equivalence Induction 1.3, it suffices to show 2adj idA »
ś
x:A
reflreflx “ reflreflx . Observe
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that
2adj idA ”
ÿ
g:AÑA
ÿ
η:g„idA
ÿ
ε:g„idA
ÿ
τ :idArηs„ε
ÿ
θ:ηg„grεs
Coh η ¨ gJτK „ θ ˆ τg ¨ Coh ε „ idAJθK
»
ÿ
θ:refl„refl
Coh refl ¨ idAJreflreflK „ θ ˆ reflrefl ¨ Coh refl „ idAJθK (7)
”
ÿ
θ:refl„refl
reflrefl „ θ ˆ reflrefl „ idAJθK
»
ÿ
θ:refl„refl
reflrefl „ θ ˆ reflrefl „ θ
»
ÿ
θ:refl„refl
ÿ
A:reflrefl„θ
reflrefl „ θ
»
ÿ
u:
ř
θ:refl„refl
reflrefl„θ
reflrefl „ pr1 u
» reflrefl „ reflrefl (8)
”
ź
x:A
reflreflx “ reflreflx .
The equivalence (7) is from Theorem 2.4; we contract pg, η, ε, τq to pidA, refl, refl, reflreflq. The equiv-
alence (8) is an application of Lemma 1.4.
Once again, this result implies any type with non-trivial pi3 may be used to construct non-trivial
inhabitants of this type. We know pi3pS
2q “ Z, which proves:
Corollary 3.14. The type 2adj idS2 is not a proposition.
Proving this result using function extnsionality directly and path induction requires an equiva-
lence which writes homotopies as equalities. By modularizing the case of qinv, similar to the analo-
gous proof for adj, this result may be proven by manipulating Σ-types and applying Lemma 1.4 three
times, with the formal proof in the library being 44 lines of code. As with adj, one would expect
this approach to be 40 to 80 lines shorter than one which uses function extensionality directly.
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